
UNS, LLC OVERVIEW:

Universal Networking Services, LLC specializes in mission-critical power and cooling solutions for wiring 
closets, server rooms  and data centers. As demand on technology increase, the design, installation and 
operation of IT infrastructure requires  a  professional and reliable service partner. UNS, LLC core 
competencies  are product acquisition, data center design/build services, containerized data center solutions, 
installation, management and maintenance services.

We differentiate ourselves  from our competitors  by being a purpose-built solutions  based provider that 
maximizes energy efficiency. We design solutions that are modular, scalable, manageable and reliable. Our 
design strategy incorporates the latest in power and cooling IT infrastructure.

A unique offering is  our Critical Facility Energy Profile or CFEP. This  service investigates  the customers current 
configuration, identifies potential conflicts and makes  recommendations  on how to improve the overall 
reliability and energy efficiency of their IT facilities. CFEP recommendations  are currently saving our clients 
thousands each month with no-cost solutions and saving them up to 20% on their electric bill.

UNS, LLC is  also proud to partner with Datapod to deliver their award-winning modularized container data 
centers. With Datapod we can provide the data center community an alternative solution that maximizes  their 
investment and increases the reliability and availability of their mission-critical facility. 

The Datapod Containerized System utilizes APC InfraStruXure, including the high-density ready Hot Aisle 
Containment System.  APC’s  Hot Aisle Containment System captures  the hot air at its source, effectively 
making cooling a secondary issue, while enabling ultra-high densities across  1 or all of the IT equipment 
racks.  By combining the standardized pre-engineered Datapod building-blocks, featuring the modular, 
scalable APC InfraStruXure architecture, APC and Datapod offer the ultimate in on-demand data centers.  

Our service and support are based on industry best practices. Instrumental to this process is providing the 
client with solutions that drive the total-cost of ownership (TCO) as  low as possible. We are committed to 
understanding our clients challenges  and provide the tools  needed to operate their businesses with reliability 
and maximum efficiency.

To learn more about the UNS, LLC and Datapod please contact Ryan Mordhorst, VP of Global Sales, at 
r.mordhorst@apcdistributors.com or 720-975-4253.
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